MEMORANDUM THRU Comptroller, 3d Infantry Division
FOR Chief of Staff, 3d Infantry Division
SUBJECT: Type of Condolence Payment (Property Damage) 256-BCT-161

1. NAME OF RECIPIENT: [Redacted]

2. DATE OF INCIDENT OR DAMAGE: 22 May 05

3. LOCATION OF INCIDENT OR DAMAGE: Vic Baghdad, MB 37098 87082

4. DESCRIPTION: During a combat patrol, a LN vehicle was engaged, believing it to be a potential VCIED. During the engagement, collateral damage occurred to individual property in the vicinity of the engagement.

5. JUSTIFICATION: By making this condolence payment, MNF ensures the family and community recognize the MNFs' sympathy for the unfortunate occurrence. Support will positively influence both the community and local Iraqi leaders.

6. AMOUNT OF PAYMENT: $300 Property Damage to vehicle

7. POINT OF CONTACT: MAJ [Redacted], Claims Judge Advocate. VOIP 242-4924, NIPR: [Redacted]

I concur with the payment.

RG, USA
Commanding

MAJ, JA
Deputy Staff Judge Advocate